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BETHANIA was found in 1998 with the mission of providing hope and support to such socially and
economically disadvantaged people like orphan children, children from multi-problem families, and
elderly people.
We hold to Christian values, and place great importance on integrity, transparency and
professionalism.
WHAT WE DO
Child Day Centers aim to enrich the lives of the children from social-vulnerable families through various
educational, recreational, and spiritual services based upon Biblical principles with the aim of
avoiding institutionalization of the children and dropping out of school.
Human Trafficking Prevention projects are committed to offering protection for orphan children and
teenagers and children from multi-problem families
Elderly Care projects seek to make a difference in elders’ lives by providing quality day services in a
supportive, comfortable, and secure environment by maintaining their independence and social
integration.
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Vision and Mission

Our vision is that all people share the love of
God with disadvantaged people through a
holistic approach.
Our mission:
BETHANIA is a Christian organization that
manifests the love of God through efficient
actions to fulfill the needs of disadvantaged
people.
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Values



Improving Life
 We support our beneficiary in their
emotional, spiritual, and physical
growth and development.



Ethics and Integrity
 We are committed to operate with
the highest standards of integrity
based on Biblical principles.



Transparency and Accountability
 We
promote
transparency,
accountability and integrity at all
levels of our activities in relation to
our
employees,
volunteers,
beneficiaries, partners and state.



Professionalism and Dedication
 We put forth our personal and
professional best, providing the
highest quality of care of which we
are capable.



Team work
 We value all members of our diverse
family
for
their
individual
contributions. We acknowledge the
responsibility of every single person
and support the growth of people
both personally and professionally.



Partnership and Cooperation
 We recognize the importance of
cooperation
and
value
the
partnerships we have built.
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Thank you for taking time to read our Annual Report
for 2013. With God’s blessings, this year Bethania
celebrated its 15th anniversary. We are grateful to
God for He has given us the blessing that we can
serve disadvantaged people from Moldova. In many
ways, Bethania has been different from day one:
believing that every person had God-given dignity
and being motivated by the example of Jesus Christ,
we have been providing assistance to children and
adults to prevent and protect our beneficiaries from
institutionalization and human trafficking.
Over the course of these years, Bethania has
established projects to meet the basic needs of the
most affected population: children and elderly. Since
the year of its foundation 1998, our organization has
been developing projects in the area of human
trafficking prevention, social and family integration of
children from orphanages and multi-problem
families, and elderly care. For the future we seek to
maintain and develop the existed projects in such a
way that people living in need receive the necessary
support to leave a decent life.
With God’s help, we are confident that Bethania will
continue to spread the love of God by offering
people in need support and assistance. Our prayer
to you is that you continue to hold us up in your
prayers. We value your dedication and support.

In Him,

Ilie Coada
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I thank God for this opportunity to share some words
about Bethania this year. As I reflect on my charities
partnership with Bethania over many years, two words
come to mind. The first is ‘faithfulness’ - the faithfulness
of God in the way He has so sovereignty worked
through so many dear brothers and sisters in Tintareni
to bring this wonderful ministry to where it is today. I
thank Him with all my heart for the selfless love and
compassion of everyone who serves Him there and in
so doing have brought hope and a fresh start to life for
so many young people at risk. This also applies to all
the lonely, neglected and vulnerable elderly people who
have been a given a precious re-start in life by
Bethania. The second is ‘inspirational’. Breadline has
other partners in Moldova, some of whom, are churches
in remote rural areas where trafficking and poverty
remain rife.
I have been privileged to introduce a
number of these partners to Bethania, where they have
had the opportunity to see first hand, the multi purpose
centre for children and elderly people and the homes for
‘girls at risk’ from trafficking. Without exception, all have
been greatly inspired by what they have seen and
heard. Subsequently, they now have the hope and
motivation to adopt and develop aspects of Bethania’s
ministry in the context of their own communities. The
ripples of the work of Bethania have indeed spread far
and wide, not only in Moldova, but overseas as well,
where in the UK for example, it has inspired a number
churches to reach out to there communities in new
ways. One of the most rewarding things I am learning
through my ministry, is just how unique and special each
one of us is and how in and through our relationships,
God never wastes the opportunity to demonstrate His
incredible love for us. I want to end by thanking God for
the inspiration that Pastor Illie Coada, Sam Zwagerman
and all the equally special members of the Bethania
team, have been to me in this process. I also thank Him
for the vital part that you and so many others have so
kindly and lovingly played in the development and work
of Bethania in 2013.
God Bless You All,
Brian Pile
Executive Director Breadline
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CHILD DAY CARE CENTERS
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Mission: offer emotional, physical and educational support to children in a safe and secure
place.

Unemployment, poverty and migration affect
adults as well as the children. As a result,
nearly a third of all Moldovan children grow up
without the care of one or both parents.
Representatives of the Ministry of Education
say that in 2011-2012 there were 200 children
who officially dropped out the school. This
number does not include Roma children and
children who don’t have identification
documents. They also say that the number of
vulnerable children from the educational
system increased to 41,9% in the last year. The
majority of these children have health
problems, are orphans, have unemployed
parents or come from large families. (Moldpres,
March 4th, 2013)
Children living in poverty and without adequate
care are at risk of abuse, violence, trafficking
and exploitation. The Day Care Centers for
children intend to tackle this problem. These
are safe places where 15 to 50 children from
disadvantaged background come after school
to take part in a variety of activities designed to
fortify
their
emotional
and
physical
development. The staff, professional social
teachers, design the activities of the day and
guide the children through such activities like:
homework, free play sessions, crafts, sports,
table games. A daily nutritious meal is provided
to children. Parents and children also benefit
from psychologist support.
Our Day Care
Centers offer an opportunity for children from
social
vulnerable
families
to
become
responsible members of the community.
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Besides poverty and migration, lack of
interest in education is another factor very
common between children and parents. Many
children come from poor families whose
parents didn’t finish secondary school and
whose families have no notion of how
education can help their children to escape
poverty and social isolation.
For example, we did the profile of the parents
of the second graders who were accepted in
2013 at the Christian Community Center in
Tintareni. Out of 11 children, only 5 children
live with both parents, 5 children have one
parent working abroad and one child lives
with a family who has no relative links to him.
Two children have mothers who didn’t
finished at least secondary school level, 7
parents completed secondary school level
and learned a profession (constructor, driver,
etc.). Two parents completed High school
level and only one mother completed high
education. As consequence, 5 out of 11
children could barely read and write in the
second grade.
Even if the were no children who officially
dropped out the school in 2013, there is a
growing number of children of 13-16 years
old who miss over 75% of school hours. Our
goal is to identify potential “drop out students”
in their first years in school and offers holistic
approach to the child and family to overpass
this problem.
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Mission: offer emotional, physical and educational support to children in a safe and secure
place.
After-School Problem
Through ASP 50 children of 2nd to 5th grades had the
chance to expand their horizons and become more
engaged in learning. In this way their are more likely
to stay in school, develop their interests and talents
and achieve success. In the beginning of the school
year there were 20 children with poor school results.
At the end of the school year only one child didn’t
learn to read.
Children were also exposed to
extracurricular activities, played organized sports,
enjoyed trips, worked with tutors and found caring
adult mentors.
Children come from low-income families, singleparent families, families with one or both parents
working aboard, or multi-problem families (alcohol,
violence, lack of education, etc).
Teenagers’ Club increased the number of
participants from 12 to 27. Two groups meet
separately twice per week and follow the program
for their age. Besides that, all of them have the
possibility to meet on Saturdays for table games,
sport and recreational activities.
Children’s Day Celebration. On June 1st, over 300
children took part in a festivity, which
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included theatre show, outdoor games, crafting,
drawing, competitions, etc. On the occasion of
this day, we want to reiterate again our
commitment to promote and protect children’s
rights in our community.
Summer Day Camps. 150 children were involved
in safe and fun activities. We hold three ten-day
camps. The second and third camps were
organized in partnership with teams from Eemnes
and Andijk, The Netherlands.
In 2013, we finished to build the attic. We started
to build it 10 years ago and it was a real blessing
and answer to our prayers to see it finished with
the direct help of the Foundation Werkgroep OostEuropa from Nieuw-Vennep, the Netherlands and
KIA, the Netherlands. The attic gives us space for
three classrooms, one bigger room for meetings
and youth meeting, and a bathroom with shower
for children.
Each of the social teachers participated in two to
four trainings during the school year.
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Mission: offer emotional, physical and educational support to children in a safe and secure
place.
Day Care Center
Officially there were 15 children who benefit of this
project. The majority of them come from low-income
families with a high rate of illiteracy. They don’t have
a personal room or space to prepare their homework
as well as adults to help them with homework. Some
of them don’t have electricity and running water.
Their parents don’t see any opportunities in
education and they better send them begging or
working then to school. Through this center we aim
to offer safe environment and support from caring
adults.
At the end of the school year we obtained the
following results: 15 to 17 children received healthy
lunch five days per week. The average grade point
at the end of the school year was 7.3 out of 10. Due
to the fact that they were able to prepare the
homework for the next day, their self-esteem
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increased, the relationships with the peers got
better and they were motivated to attend the
school and their ability to assimilate the school
program improved. The daily program included
also sport and craft activities, indoor and outdoor
games, counseling, drama and Bible lessons.
Summer Camp
The camp was held during the period of June 24
to 29 in a picturesque place very close to a forest
on the bank of the river Nistru. 50 children from
Bulboaca attended the camp. The bus was
provided by the mayor office. The camp exposed
children to such activities as sports, handcrafts,
Bible lessons and excursions.
Every evening
children could impress with their talents during the
evening meetings. They also chose the Miss and
Mister of the Camp, the Star of the Camp etc.
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“My name is Dani, I am in the fourth
grade. I have attended the center for the
last two years. I come from a large family,
I am the oldest of three children. My
mother is unemployed. My grandmother
gives us money for clothing and food. My
father is in prison, sometimes he sends
little money to us. I miss him. I wish he
was with us and protect our family. I often
pray to God for my father to return home
and be a happy family again. I want to
thank all the good people who support our center. Here I have good food, I am helped with my
homework and I learn about Jesus. May God bless you all. My heart if full of gratitude to God and
you.”
“My name is Doru, I am 10 years old. There are six people in our family. My parents don’t have a
permanent job, they stay more at home then at work. My youngest sister is disable. My father
drinks alcohol and because of this there are lots of fights and violence. As children we suffer a lot.
My brother and I want to have a peaceful family, we want to be loved. This is the first year I
attended the day center. I like to come here, because it is clean and warm, we eat good food, the
adults are talking nice to us. Thank you to each of you who want to make my life a little bit happier.”
“My name is Valeria. I am nine years old. There are five people in our family. My mother gave birth
to me while she was in prison. One of my oldest brothers is in prison. When I was six, my mother
sent me to an orphanage, because it was difficult for her to raise me. She didn’t work and my
father was violent to all of us. We didn’t have electricity, no wood for the winter to warm the house.
One good lady took me into her care. Her living conditions are not better, we don’t have clothes
and shoes, we have only one bed, no pillows, often nothing to eat. There are two more girls in this
family besides me. At the center I feel warm and I eat good food at lunch. Thank you.”
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HUMAN TRAFFICKING PREVENTION
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Mission: identify and provide assistance in social and family integration to persons at risk of
being trafficked.

The Republic of Moldova is primarily a source
country for human trafficking. The exact
number of Moldovan victims is unknown.
Vulnerable people, usually poor, are deceived
or forced into working aboard with promises of
a better life. Most victims from Moldova are
sexually exploited, but there are cases of forced
labor, begging, and organ removal. Women,
children and the disabled are especially
vulnerable. Absence of a supportive family
environment and pessimistic view on education
are factors in their decisions to drop out from
school in order to look for a job abroad. High
incidence of violence against women increases
women’s vulnerability to trafficking situations,
with 75 percent of female victims of sexual
exploitation also reporting domestic violence or
child abuse. The lack of financial resources is
generally considered one of the most important
push factors for migration. Yet, there is more an
aspiration for higher standards than objective
poverty. Social integration is another significant
issue. Vulnerable people feel abandoned and
that life is not worth living. It is also interesting
to note that vulnerable girls and boys do not
have a very close relationship with the church
they belong to.
Hardship living conditions and the lack of
opportunities constrain people to adopt extreme
survival strategies. The young population tends
to resort to internal or international migration as
one such survival strategy. Vulnerable girls
come mostly from villages and medium-sized
towns. They tend to come from single parent
families.
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There is a high probability for young Roma
women to be vulnerable to trafficking, as well
as for those girls and boys who abandoned
school before high school graduation. Even if
they have graduated from school, vulnerable
people are usually unemployed. There is a
general tendency to avoid official or formal
channels to find employment. Informal
connections and recommendations from
other people are risky, as the job offered
aboard may come from a trafficker or
recruiter.
NGOs reported an increase in commercial
sexual exploitation of children, both boys and
girls, by foreign tourists along with a rise in
recruitment and exploitation of children via
the Internet.
Since its 1999, BETHANIA is implementing
prevention and protection projects for children
from
orphanages,
graduates
from
orphanages, children and teenagers from
social vulnerable families.
As an organization we believe that the most
effective way to combat human trafficking is
to identify and assist vulnerable people for
being trafficked.
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Transition House

Transition House for Orphan Girls provided
assistance to 8 girls. The girls continued their
studies at the Lyceum in the 11 grade. Besides
that the girls improved their relationships with
their relatives and biological families. During
school holidays six girls visited their relatives.
The other two girls, who didn’t have possibility
to spend time with their extended family,
volunteered at the CCC and Elderly Day Care
Center. Another goal for this year was to create
healthy relationships with young families from
the community. Five couple were invited to
spend one day with the girls in the home. They
cooked together, had different discussions and
shared the household work with the girls. In
such a way the girls were able to make new
friends and observe family life.
The girls improved their cooking abilities and
they passed two exams in cooking. Friends and
staff tested from their gastronomy art and gave
their appreciation. At the end each of the girls
were awarded with a gift and certificate.
Five girls took an Intermediate English course.
They learn English in the lyceum, but the
majority of them want to advance in English.
This will widen their possibilities when they will
apply for a job.
On Thursdays evenings the girls were exposed
to one-hour moral and spiritual discussions.
They were encouraged to think about their life
from the biblical perspective.
Besides that, we had much joy and fun while
celebrating birthdays, Christmas, Easter,
Women’s Day and we went on trips.
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Shelter

In 2013 Shelter continued to support the process
of social integration of seven girls who graduated
from the Transition House. In addition to support
with registration in a college or university and a
monthly stipend, they are offered protection and
care anytime they need.
Since 2006 there has been a total number of 21
girls who have benefited from this project. At
present there are seven beneficiaries in the
project: six girls and one teenage boy. Four of the
girls are students at different faculties, two girls
are studying for their master degree. One of them
became a mother of a beautiful baby girl this year,
two girls found a part-time job. David is in the
seventh grade in the local public school.
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Protection Home

Foster Care

Protection Home (PH), provided housing and
protection to three girls. They came to Tintareni
under Bethania’s protection 15 years ago,
being considered by the authorities a danger for
the society. Their only crime was that they were
orphans. They never went to school and in their
30s, two of them still can not read and write and
need constant assistance. As children they
were underestimated and considered to be
residual waste of our society. Since they didn’t
had the chance to develop, they need
permanent assistance. All of them are beautiful
women who gained their role into our village.
One of the girls faced unemployment. After
several months, she was able to find a job in
Chisinau in a canteen.
Another girl had to do dental treatments, which
in the end became the most expensive task for
this project.
In 2013 we were able to build 130 m of the
fence that surrounds the house. This was
possible with the direct help of two Dutch teams
led by Jan van der Kooij from Naaldwijk and by
Liviu and Jaqueline Pavalas from Hrderwyk.

The team from Naaldwijk
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Currently, Moldova is implementing a series of
reforms in the residential system. Up to 2015, it is
estimated to close 23 orphanages. Most
deinstitutionalized children are sent back to their
biological or extended families. Only about 270
children were placed in foster care. A significant
obstacle is the lack of alternative services.
Through Foster Care Project, Bethania supported
75 children in placement. Each of the family is
visited periodically by the social worker and is
assisted in the problems that arises during the
year. Besides that, the foster parents are invited
twice per year to the training where where they
receive different kind of information and
consultation. In July 8 to 13th, the foster parents
and children participated in a treatment and
recreational camp. Besides medical investigations
and consultation all of the participants were
ensured with a time of recreation with lots of fun
activities.

The Ivancev family fosters 5 children.
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Short-Term Placements

Short-Term Placements (STP) is a familyplacement project to provide orphan and
abandoned children with the loving support of a
family. We desire to contribute to the development
of a strong child welfare system in Moldova,
giving all orphans the opportunity to live in a local
family as a positive alternative to institutional
care. In 2013 STP made 195 placements in total.

Long-Term Placements

Long-Term Placement (LTP) is a three-year
project of support for girls and boys, graduates
of the orphanages or boarding schools, who
have no support from their biological family.
In 2013 LTP increased the number of
beneficiaries from 13 to 38 boys and girls. In
September we took eight orphans who come
from placement centers, not from the
orphanages. Also, we included in the project
orphans who have a relative willing to take them
under their protection until they finish their
studies.
In 2013, four girls came out of the project. One
girl finished the high school, the university and
the master studies. She has a job. Two other
girls studied to become waitresses. Another girl
wanted to be independent, but the family still
keep in touch with her.
On April 13th, we organized a conference for
families involved in the project at the University
Divita Gratie in Chisinau. 82 parents from
different parts of Moldova came to this
conference to share their experience and be
encouraged.
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My name is Boris Seremet. I received Christ when I was 17. At the age of 19 I married a beautiful Christian
girl, Maria. I am 39 years old and my wife and I have three children 19, 15 and 5 years old. One year ago, my
wife and I listened to a message about orphans. After that my wife, Maria, asked me: “Would you want to
care for one or two orphans in our family?” In the beginning I said no. I told her we had our own kids to raise
and besides that my health was week. Time was passing by, but I couldn’t forget the words of that message.
After a period of time, my wife and I went to the Social Department and told them that we wanted to care for
one orphan child. The social worker told us that they didn’t have one orphan at that moment, but they had
three siblings whose father was dead and the mother left them. As she left them in January and the social
department didn’t have an alternative care solution for them, they took the children to the hospital.
We went the same day to the hospital. All of them had pneumonia, they were very weak, scared and dirty.
Since they were orphans they didn’t receive adequate medical treatment. The local church helped with
finances for their medical treatment and I visited them daily. In March they moved into our family. They had to
learn very basic things like the alphabet, how to eat, how to take a shower. They told me that they never took
a shower before. It was very difficult in the beginning, they needed clothing, shoes, and school supplies. Our
pastors helped us to get in contact with Bethania. Within a short period of time we received a washing
machine, a fridge and a stove, ours were so old that we couldn’t use them anymore. This was a big blessing
and encouragement for us, it made our work easier. In June 2013, we were blessed to buy a caw. Since
then, our children enjoy daily milk, sour cream and cheese.
The children integrated very well in our family, they attend the school and improve
academically. We do together their homework because we want them to succeed in school and society.
To God be the glory for the work He is doing in us and in our family. Also, we want to
thank those who stay behind us and support us financially and in prayers. You are of a
great support to us.
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ELDERLY CARE
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Mission: Improve the quality of the elderly life, without changing their living space.

Aging in Moldova is progressing fast, due to a
combination of factors: while people live longer,
the natality rate is law. Population decline is
further enhanced by high level of out-migration.
High unemployment rates and informal work
further increase the burden of the pension
system. Only two persons contribute per each
pensioner, which is not sustainable.
The long period of transition and demographic
trends have worsened the overall situation in the
country; Moldova faces population reduction,
population ageing and a growing imbalance
between age groups. According to the forecasts
of the Academy of Sciences of Moldova, by
2050 the country will face a population decline
of about 20 per cent and the number of people
over 60 years of age will exceed 35 per cent of
the population. At the moment the demographic
pressure is 2:1 (an employed person supports
two people who don’t work) and by 2050 the
effects of demographic pressure will double,
reaching a ratio of 4:1.
Older people, most affected by poverty, face a
lot of challenges and due to migration they
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additionally take over parental responsibilities
to care for children, substituting the role of
parents who left to work abroad.
Many of those living alone or with an elderly
spouse are rarely visited by their children, too
busy to cope with their busy lives to have time
for their aged parents. Moldova has a growing
proportion of older persons living in rural
areas, where 90 per cent of households lack
appropriate heating and water supply, and
more than 94 per cent do not have sewage
systems. In addition, the provision of all basic
health and social services in rural areas is
problematic.
Social services are provided by social workers
within the very limited local local budgets. In
addition, the number of social workers and
their skills are often insufficient and owing to
low wages, large number of beneficiaries, and
low prestige of social work. Owing to an
ongoing brain drain the country has been
loosing trained care personnel or potential
carers who instead perform these services
abroad.
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Day Care Centers

Meals on Wheels

Meals on Wheels (MW) operates in Tintareni and
Bulboaca to support the dignity and independence of
the homebound elders.
Moldova is facing with a worrying phenomenon of
population aging. The risk of poverty after retirement
age is extremely high, especially for those who have
little or no contributions. The financial needs of the
elderly may rise with age, for example because of
deteriorating
health.
Most
retired
need
supplementary income
in addition to the state
pension. The average monthly pension in 2013 was
54 Euro.

Bethania runs two Day Care Centers for Elderly: one
in Tintareni and the other one in Bulboaca.

In 2013 MW supported 50 elders by delivering hot,
nutritious lunches five days a week from Monday to
Friday. To qualify for the delivered meals, a person
must be 60 years old or older, homebound and
without adequate support.

In 2013 16 elders in Tintareni and 15 elders in
Bulboaca attended daily the DCCE, which operated
during daytime
hours, Monday through Friday.
Besides the planned program of activities designed
to promote well-being, it enables isolated and lonely
older adults to socialize with others while still
receiving needed care services.
The available
activities focus on enriching the beneficiaries’ lives.
In 2013 the beneficiaries participated in the following
activities: crafts, musical entertainment, table games
such as bingo and chess, morning gym, discussion
groups (films, books, TV news), holiday and birthday
celebrations, trips). The center provides help with
personal care: showering, laundering, and
hairstyling.
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“My name is Tatiana. I am 72 years old. My husband and I started to attend the Elderly Day Care
Center in 2013. When Svetlana, the social worker, invited us I was against coming here. I was
afraid that people will think that we are poor or will laugh at me. My husband, on the contrary, was
very happy and came to the center the next day. He was telling me that he felt very well her, he
was taking a shower here, did his laundry, and did other interesting activities with the people from
the center. I wanted to come to the center, but I was ashamed. Sometimes I was walking to the
center, but if I saw people close to the center I was returning home.
My husband changed a lot since he attends the center. He used to drink alcohol a lot, was abusive,
violent and used blasphemous language. Before retirement, he was a driver for many years. He
visited a lot of beautiful places, but never took me with him. He liked women, came late at home
and beat me often. Now, he is half of the body paralyzed. I am also sick. We still quarrel, but he
doesn’t drink so much. He says that the next day he want to go to the center and he can not go
there drunk. Our daughter works in Italy, she cares for an elderly there. Sometimes she calls us
and my husband is so proud telling her about the new places we visit and the way we spend the
days at the center. She is very happy for us.
Thank you very much for inviting my husband and me to the center. We feel loved and cared for.
Our live changed for the better.”

“My name is Stefan. I am 84 years old. I was twice married. I have three children. After my first wife
died, I married another woman who had two children. After 20 years of marriage she left me last
year. She moved to one of her sons. Many years ago, my oldest son disappeared. He worked in
police. I still don’t know what happened to him, but people told me that one of my wife’s sons killed
him. Besides all this, I lost my sight over 20 years ago. It is so difficult to be blind. My grandson
moved with his family in my house last year. From them I found out about this center. Their son
attended the Day Care Center for children when he was in the primary school. I was in a deep
depression. Since I have come to the center I made many new friends. I don’t want to miss a day
from the center. I play the accordion and we like to sing together. Here I learned to pray, we do
gym in the morning, we celebrate birthdays and anniversaries, we make trips and visit other elders
who are in a more difficult situation then us. We take a shower, do our laundry and once a month
do our haircut.
Thank you very much to all those who support this center.
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Str. Stefan cel Mare 13
Tintareni, 6538 Anenii Noi
Republic of Moldova
Phone/Fax: (373) 265 33 430
E-mail: bethania.info@gmail.com
Website: www.bethania.md
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